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APPENDIX “A” 
 

 

DETAILS: PLEADINGS & PARTICULARS (Attached to the Statement of Claim) 

 
Court                  Supreme Court of NSW 

           

Division              Common Law 

 

List                      Defamation List 

 

Registry              Sydney 

 

Plaintiff:             Stephen Fitzgerald  

 

Defendant:        Woolworths Ltd (t/a Woolworths Supermarkets) 

 

Case Number:     

 

Date:                  26th February 2018 

 

 

[1] This Statement of Claim in the Supreme Court relates to action by Woolworths Ltd to undermine 

the credibility of the key witness (myself), by way of defamation, in “Unfair Dismissal Remedy” 

matters in the Fair Work Commission (FWC). The defamation first appeared in the transcripts of 

Matter: U2016/14484 - 3rd March 2017 and in Appeal: C2017/2237 - 28th August 2017 - Stephen 

Fitzgerald v Woolworths Ltd 

 

[3] The decision of the Full Bench to ban lawyers (Financial Review article “Shadow lawyers” bared) 

Appendix “B” has made this case high profile and, since my research articles impacts government 

policy I need to protect my credibility and reputation for now and into the future. Those papers 

include atmospheric CO2 management, human rights protection, national health initiatives and 

more recently, protection of our legal system. View: www.hootgallery.com/about-steve-fitz   

 

[4] The FWC matter, including the defamation, have been referred to in the Fair Work Commission 

quarterly practitioner update, Appendix “C” – This publicises the matter. 

 

[5] Also, the appeals book prepared by Woolworths legal representative Sparks Helmore Lawyers, 

include the subject defamation and, were emailed to associates just prior to proceedings in the 

matter Appeal: C2017/2237 - 28th August 2017 Stephen Fitzgerald v Woolworths Ltd. As a form of 

digital publication. Attached on the USB key named “Appeal Book Transcripts U2016-14484” 

 

[2] What I humbly request is a court order to have the defamation of my character stricken from the 

Fair Work Commission records from both the hearing transcripts U2016/14484 and the appeals book 

C2017/2237 defined at paragraph [18] herein. Extracted from transcripts on page 4, 9 and 10 below.  

 

NOTE: Key to the evidence: {AB} Appeal Book (##) Page number [PN] Paragraph number. Each page referred to 

has been extracted from the Appeal Book and is attached. 

http://www.hootgallery.com/about-steve-fitz
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DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER  
 

[5] In relation to the defamation of my character by Woolworths employees Luckshini Sivanskanda, 

Woolworths representative Nicole Barclay and Woolworths defence lawyer Ian Bennett of Sparks 

Helmore Lawyers, I believe, to gain the upper-hand in proceedings in the Fair Work Commission. 

Extracted from the transcripts from pages 4 to page 10 below… 

 

[6] I was the employee who worked the truck unloading area, in the public laneway, covered by the 

lease agreement between Woolworths Ltd and Pittwater Council.  Appendix “D” attached. 

 

[7] Woolworths representatives made out that I stole a copy of that lease agreement to cast 

aspersions on my character and, I believe, to undermine my credibility as the key witness.  

 

[8] From the witness statement of Luckshini Sivanskanda {AB}(123)[51.b.] “Mr Fitzgerald appears to 

have taken documents from Woolworths which he was not permitted to take or retain;”  

 

[8] Under cross examination Ms Sivanskanda would not tell me what the documents were: 

 

[9] From the transcripts as follows: -  {AB} (275) [PN956] “So you have no recollection of what 

documents these might have been that - - ? (Ms Sivanskanda) ---No”. {AB }(275) [PN959]  (Mr 

Fitzgerald) “Like, I mean, you're casting aspersions on a person's character.  You see, that then, you 

know, gives the court the impression that that person is not a worthy person, you know, they're 

dishonest, and that then suggests to the Fair Work Commission that my whole application is 

dishonest, do you see?  So it's very important that you remember why you said this and you remember 

what those documents were”  

 

[10] {AB} (279) [PN1004]  “MS BARCLAY:  May I propose something?  If Ms Sivaskanda is unable to 

recall at the moment – she said that it was based on what she reviewed in the application – if she is 

prepared to give an apology perhaps that would resolve the matter?” 

 

[11] {AB} (279) [PN1005] MR FITZGERALD: “That will resolve the matter, yes?---Yes.  (Ms 

Sivanskanda): Yes, I apologise that I can't recall where I - - -“ 

Well, thanks for the almost apology Ms Sivanskanda.  

  

[12] Woolworths representatives took advantage of me being tired right at the end of proceedings 

around 4:45 pm and, my failing hearing Appendix “E”, to set up the defamation of my character. 

From the Appeals Book transcripts as follows: -   

  

[13] {AB} (345) [PN1835] THE COMMISSIONER: “So what we will do is with the file we'll actually 

extract that deed, that's the council deed for the operation of the store”. {AB} (346) [PN1837] THE 

COMMISSIONER: “We'll extract that, we'll put it in an envelope and we will seal it and mark it as 

confidential.  So, I think that will act as a sort of belt and braces for all of that”.  

 

[14] After reading the transcripts I discovered that the document in question was the Deed of 

Licence agreement between Woolworths and Pittwater Council. It’s public domain and can be 

download from the internet at this web address: 

http://portal.pittwater.nsw.gov.au/common/Output/DataworksAccess.aspx?id=2HU3U5bVbkU%253

d&ext=tiff  

http://portal.pittwater.nsw.gov.au/common/Output/DataworksAccess.aspx?id=2HU3U5bVbkU%253d&ext=tiff
http://portal.pittwater.nsw.gov.au/common/Output/DataworksAccess.aspx?id=2HU3U5bVbkU%253d&ext=tiff
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[15] I worked the area covered by the Deed of Licence. I downloaded a copy from the internet so 

that I could work to compliance and avoid Woolworths being fined by council as had previously 

happened for non-compliance. I did not want that to happen on my shift.  

  

[16] At the Appeal, when questioned about the fabricated defamation of my character, Ian Bennett 

of Sparks Helmore Lawyers representing Woolworths hung his head in shame before the Full Bench. 

It was a lovely bit of theatre and, there was no denial that there had been a premeditated fabricated 

defamation of my character. It was pre-planned and woven into the witness statement of Luckshini 

Sivanskanda.  

 

[17] Nicole Barclay representing Woolworths had every opportunity to tell me what the document 

was during the cross examination of Luckshini Sivanskanda but, she did not – She withheld that 

information, and then used it to get the fabricated defamation, onto the court record. I believe, to 

influence the decision of Commissioner Cambridge hearing the matter.  

 

[18] Again, I humbly request a court order to have the defamation of my character stricken from the 

Fair Work Commission record as highlighted on pages 4, 9 and 10 below and as follows: -  

 

        (a) From the Statement of Luckshini Sivanskanda dated 22nd February 2017:  

             Paragraph 51.b as highlighted. 

 

        (b) From the transcripts of proceedings U2016/14484 - 3rd March 2017: 

              PN1828, PN1833, PN1835 and PN1837 as highlighted 

 

        (c) From the Appeal Book to proceedings C2017/2237 - 28th August 2017:  

             Page 123: Paragraph 51.b, Page 345: PN1828 PN1833 PN1835, Page 346: PN1837  

             as highlighted 

 

[19] For the court record, and if appropriate, a brief of the circumstances leading up to the 

defamation are outlined on Appendix “F” attached.  

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

 
Stephen Fitzgerald 

Unit 2, 1 Avalon Parade 

Avalon Beach NSW 2107 

Email: info@hootgallery.com 

mailto:info@hootgallery.com
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APPENDIX “F” 

 

 

LEAD UP TO THE DEFAMATION, IN THE FWC – THE MATTER IN BRIEF 
 

Court:                Supreme Court of NSW  

Division:            Common Law  

List:                    Defamation List 

Registry:            Sydney 

 

Plaintiff:            Stephen Fitzgerald  

 

Defendant:        Woolworths Ltd (t/a Woolworths Supermarkets) 

 

Case Number:                        

 

Date:                   26th February 2018 

 

 

[1] I feel I should briefly explain the circumstances leading up the defamation of my character in the 

Fair Work Commission Matter: U2016/14484 - 3rd March 2017 Stephen Fitzgerald v Woolworths Ltd. 

 
Key to the evidence: {AB} Appeals book (##) Page number [PN] Paragraph number {AT} Appeal transcripts.  

A digital PDF copy of the Appeal Book and Appeal transcripts are attached.  

 

 

THE MATTER IN BRIEF 
 

[2] My unfair dismissal remedy claim was a clear-cut case in terms of “Constructive Dismissal” Fair 

Work Act 2009 s386(1)(b), “the person has resigned from his or her employment, but was forced to do 

so because of conduct, or a course of conduct, engaged in by his or her employer”.  

 

[3] Supported by the Authority Mohazab v Dick Smith Electronics Pty Ltd That is, had the employer not 

taken the action it did, the employee would have remained in the employment relationship 

 

[4] In the witness statements of Ray Plater {AB}(49) Woolworths admitted they got rid of me 

unlawfully and, Cheryl Wilesmith {AB}(72) with a program of unlawful bullying and harassment, 

summer up as unlawful workplace practice.  Copies of these witness statements are attached on page 

7 and page 8 herein. 

 

[5] Under the instruction of Woolworths Sydney metropolitan regional manager, 2IC William Lose 

broke into my locker and stole personal belongings and equipment essential to the efficient operation 

of my job. He threw my desk and chair out with the rubbish and constantly harassed me to distraction 

while I was doing a dangerous job as part of the unlawful campaign to get rid of the internal 

management staff at Woolworths Avalon as a result of the internal performance scorecard: I am not 

a manager but, I was caught up in the carnage along with five other hard working, dedicated staff. 

From the witness statement of Luckshini Sivanskanda dated 22nd February 2017: -  
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[6] {AB}(122)[46]  I am aware that the Store has been given a mandate to implement initiatives to 

improve store performance as a result of the Stores scorecard performance in the 2015/2016 financial 

year. The Store is under pressure to improve store standards in line with Woolworths internal 

performance scorecard.  

 

[7] In the matter brought before the Fair Work Commission, I believe that due process was interfered 

with by what the Full Bench described as “Shadow Lawyers” who represented Woolworths after they 

were denied approval to have legal representation at the hearing. Financial Review article Appendix 

“B” attached. 

 

PRELIMINARY PHONE CONFERENCE 
 

[8] Off the record, the Fair Work Commission conciliator advised that very few cases are ever won and 

Woolworths will go after you for costs and drive you into bankruptcy. He would not have said that if 

it had not happening, in the past, to other workers seeking justice in the Fair Work Commission. Note: 

During the hearing Commissioner Cambridge pointed out the following: {AB}(321)[PN1534] “Mr 

Fitzgerald, you might be about the 300th person who in my 20 years has been doing exactly this, often 

with a lawyer fully represented on the other side.” 

 

BEING MISLEAD  
 

[9] At the pre-hearing conference Nicole Barclay representing Woolworths was asked by 

Commissioner Cambridge if she would be represented by a solicitor or barrister and she replied “no”. 

At the hearing on 3rd March 2017, Woolworths were represented by Ian Bennett of Sparks Helmore 

Lawyers after being denied approval - His name appears 3 times in the transcripts. In the $30,000 cost 

order against me he billed for the witness statements and $475 per hour for the court time. 

 

[10] At the hearing, the applicant (myself) felt mislead and disadvantaged and subsequently I voiced 

my concern from {AB} (189) [PN10]. The response from Commissioner Cambridge, about what he 

asked Nicole Barclay at the pre-hearing, from the transcripts {AB} (190) [PN22] “I don’t think I would 

have asked that question, Mr Fitzgerald.”  My response {AB} (189) [PN23]. “No, no – I’m sorry but you 

did...” It’s not in the pre-hearing transcripts because again, it was asked off the record. 

 

[11] Both Commissioner Cambridge and Nicole Barclay representing Woolworths and Ian Bennett of 

Sparks Helmore lawyers were fully aware that Woolworhts had been denied their request for legal 

representation – That information was kept from me. Why was I not informed by way of service as is 

protocol? At the pre-hearing I requested that I be kept fully informed and I was not. 

 

[12] In the “Pre-Appeal” conference, Nicole Barclay admitted to the Full Bench that Commissioner 

Cambridge had asked her if she would be represented by a solicitor or barrister. When I complained 

about Woolworths having legal representation, the next shock came when Commissioner Cambridge 

said: {AB}(192)[PN35] “- they could get the Prime Minister here to assist them.”  

 

[13] As I was not in a position to afford a lawyer and have the matter adjourned to seek legal 

representation and, as I felt I had a very strong case, I agreed to the matter proceeding. 
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INTERFERING WITH WITNESSES  
 

[14] On two occasions Ray Plater advised me that he had been contacted by Woolworths head office 

and, on the second occasion in a small receding voice and, in that there is an inference.  During 

proceedings Cheryl Wilesmith was away on a cruise ship and was not available to verify her witness 

statement as disclosed by Woolworths representative Nicole Barclay at the hearing: {AB} (200) 

[PN130] “Ms Wilesmith has been on annual leave but she is due back at work on Monday next week.” 

The Monday after the hearing. Woolworths approved her leave to be away during proceedings when 

they knew she was a key witness? 

 

[15] Exhibit 8 {AB}(51) the letter from Sparks Helmore suggests that Woolworths wanted Ray and 

Cheryl at the hearing and if they did, Woolworths would have given Ray and Cheryl leave to appear 

the same way they gave the other Woolworth staff leave to appear. And, Ray and Cheryl would have 

verified their witness statements to the detriment of Woolworths. So, I asked that question of 

Woolworths legal representative Mr Shariff at the Appeal hearing and in those transcripts {AT} 

[PN160] to [PN161] “Did you want them at the hearing?  He shook his head.  That's a “no”. So, the 

letter Exhibit 8 was a sham. 

 

[16] From my point of view that letter demanding that I bring Ray and Cheryl to the hearing, when 

that was impossible, can be simply explained with an example of rudimentary psychology: “The 

arsonist helps fire fighters put out the fire to divert attention away from the arsonist and the criminal 

act”. And it follows: “The person who interfered with witnesses drafts the letter “Exhibit 8” demanding 

that I bring Ray and Cheryl to the hearing, to divert attention away from the criminal act”. 

 

[17] Exhibit 8 is signed by Sparks Helmore Lawyers partner Rolland Hassall and, from where I stand, 

he appears to have involved himself in a criminal conspiracy to interfere with witnesses and risks losing 

his licence to practice law. A violation of Article 25 of the criminal code. And, I will be sure to pursue 

that with the Legal Services Commissioner along with the fabricated defamation of my character by 

Woolworths representative Ian Bennet senior associate of Sparks Helmore Lawyers.  

 

PERJURY AND CONTEMPT  
 

[18] Perjury and contempt by the person who undertook the activity to unlawfully get rid of staff being 

Woolworths manager 2IC William Lose who lied in his witness statement and lied under oath. The 

conversations he said he had with the applicant (myself) were a fabrication as I have sworn. In support 

of this, the conversations he said he had with his boss Andrew Tiller were also a fabrication. “Did you 

have a conversation about this case with William Lose”:  Confirmed by Andrew Tiller:  

 

[19] {AB}(298)[PN1244] “…did you talk to him? --- (Andrew): No.”  

 

[20] And, the reply from Willian Lose:  {AB}(322)[PN1543] “about this case at the Fair Work 

Commission, what did you discuss with him (Andrew)?---William Lose: On which occasion?  

 

[21] William Lose also contradicted himself under oath: He said he threw my desk and chair out with 

the rubbish because it didn’t fit in that spot:  

 

[22] {AB}(316)[PN1473] “So you didn't want it in the store? ---It didn't fit in that spot there”.  
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[23] {AB}(316)[PN1475] “we're talking about the desk, my desk? ---(William Lose): Okay.  The desk did 

fit underneath the stairs. 

 

JURISDICTIONAL OBJECTION  
 

[24] Put forward by Woolworths defence lawyer Ian Bennett of Sparks Helmore. Since I’m not a lawyer 

and did not have legal representation I did not know what a jurisdictional objection was and found 

out later that the jurisdictional objection did not trigger until it was decided by Commissioner 

Cambridge that the worker left as in “he left” as opposed to being “forced to leave”. Subsequently, 

the jurisdictional objection could not be heard at the beginning of the case as is protocol – Because it 

didn’t exist yet? 

 

[25] It seems, the injustice is that the jurisdictional objection only comes into play at the discretion of 

Commissioner Cambridge as a result of his actions and, if he dismisses the case. Which he did. So, how 

can you put forward a jurisdictional objection that does not exist and it follows, how can Commissioner 

Cambridge dismiss the case based on that jurisdictional objection when he is the one creating it? To 

me at least this is legal trickery and deception and, I was clearly disadvantaged and abused by this. 

 

UNDERMINING THE LAW  
 

[26] In addition to the jurisdictional objection voiced by Woolworths Ltd in relation to Section 

386(1)(b) Fair Work Act 2009. Woolworths unlawfully get rid of staff but don’t terminate your 

employment until 21 days after you resign to void Section 394(2)(a) of the Fair Work Act 2009 in 

relation to unfair dismissal as follows: “The application must be made within 21 days after the dismissal 

took effect” The date of my forced resignation was 27th November 2016 {AB}(362) and, Woolworths 

terminated my employment exactly 21 days later. {AT}[PN150] The letter from Link Management  

Services: “Woolworths Limited has advised us that as at the 18th of the December 2016 you are no 

longer employed with the company and we updated the status of your shares in line with the plan rules.”  

 

[27] Why would Woolworths feel the need to undermine the unfair dismissal laws unless they were 

involved in unlawful workplace practice and wanted to continue down that path unabated? To me at 

least, this can be simply summed up as ongoing abuse of the workforce by Woolworths and corruption 

of the system set up to protect workers’ rights. 

 

FABRICATED DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER  

 

[28] Outlined in Appendix “A” attached to the Statement of Claim herewith. 

 

THE DECISSION OF COMMISSIONER CAMBRIDGE – (Matter: U2016/14484 - 3rd March 2017) 
 

[29] From what I understand, Commissioner Cambridge dismissed the case based on the applicant 

(myself) leaving my employment rather than being forced to leave as a result of the actions of the 

employer. This then triggers the jurisdictional objection. From the transcripts the decision of 

Commissioner Cambridge: {AB}(24)[PN64] The application is dismissed as it is without jurisdictional 

foundation. An appropriate Order shall be issued accordingly. – 2017. Sydney: March, 3.  
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[30] Perhaps Commissioner Cambridge should have had another look at the witness statement of Ray 

Plater where the Woolworths manager involved admitted getting rid of me. In his words: {AB}(49)[1] 

“After the time, Stephen Fitzgerald left Woolworths Avalon the Woolworths Avalon Manager 2IC Will 

Lose approached me and said he got rid of Stephen Fitzgerald…”  

 

THE APPEAL BEFORE THE FULL BENCH - Appeal: C2017/2237 - 28th August 2017 
 

[31] Woolworths made application to the Fair Work Commission for a $30,000 (not $26,000 as 

reported) cost order against myself for their legal fees for the one-day hearing. After I was told on the 

FWC website that parties to proceedings bear their own costs? That, along with Woolworths not 

having approval to have legal representation prompted my Appeal application. That Appeal was 

granted by the Full Bench and the $30,000 cost order against me was suspended.  

 

[32] Thank God, because I believe it was Woolworths intention to drive me into bankruptcy and throw 

myself and my disabled wife out onto the street as pointed out by the FWC conciliator at the pre-

hearing phone conference. And, of the 300 cases that have come before Commissioner Cambridge, 

where very few have ever been won, one wonders how many other innocent people Woolworths and 

their representatives have done that to? 

 

[33] From the appeal transcripts {AT}[PN197} (Mr Fitzgerald) “So, so much for the even playing field 

referred to by Cambridge C, and what's happened to me suggests that this is what has happened to 

workers in the past and I'm sure they didn't get to appeal; they were beaten to death before they got 

here. And unless there are some changes it will happen to people in the future…” 

 

THE DECISSION OF THE FULL BENCH OF THE FWC – [2017] FWCFB 2797 

 

[34] Fair Work Act 2009  

s.604—Appeal of decision 

Stephen Fitzgerald v Woolworths Limited (C2017/2237)  

 

VICE PRESIDENT HATCHER   

DEPUTY PRESIDENT DEAN 

 COMMISSIONER WILSON 

 

[35] Appeal against decision [2017] FWC 1730 of Commissioner Cambridge at Sydney on 5 April 2017 

in matter number U2016/14484.  

 

SYDNEY, 17 OCTOBER 2017 

 

[36] … “Therefore, having granted permission to appeal, we consider the appropriate course is simply 

to dismiss the appeal”. 

 

[37] My appeal was dismissed by the Full Bench of the Fair Work Commission, I believe, based on the 

applicant (myself) not showing that I was disadvantaged by not having legal representation: Please 

note: Because I did not have legal representation I was not aware that I needed to clearly show, to 

the Full Bench, that I was disadvantaged by not having legal representation at the hearing and, 

presented them with a similar case to what I have put forward here. 
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[38] The Full Bench of the Fair Work Commission has acted promptly in banning “Shadow lawyers” 

from future proceedings and, for that they are commended. Some justice restored. 

 

 

 

Yours Faithfully 

 

 
Stephen Fitzgerald 

Unit 2, 1 Avalon Parade 

Avalon Beach NSW 2107 

Email: info@hootgallery.com 
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